Make a Toast

We extend well-deserved congratulations to all newly elected 2021 AGU Fellows, including the Education Section’s own Kim Kastens! AGU commends your dedication, vision and commitment to expanding the frontiers of science. Join us at the #AGU21 Fall Meeting to formally recognize all new AGU Fellows!

Click here to view the complete list of 2021 Fellows.

AGU Honors Excellence

Congratulations to all 2021 AGU medalists and award recipients who were recognized for their outstanding contributions to the Earth and space sciences community! Here we’d like to highlight the GLOBE Program, which presented the Excellence in Earth and Space Education Award for its exceptional efforts to promote education in the sciences. Join us at the #AGU21 Fall Meeting to celebrate all of our honorees!

Please click here to access the full list of awards and recipients.
2021 Honor an Educator

We invite you to honor your favorite educator by making a gift to the AGU Education Section. Funds will be used to defray the cost for K-12 educators to attend the Fall Meeting. Put a smile on the face of a teacher, professor, or mentor who has had a positive impact on your life and help us have a positive impact on the next generation of Earth and space science educators at the same time. Every honoree receives a certificate of appreciation by email from the AGU.

Please click here to find out more and to donate.

Code-Switching in the Sciences

AGU Eos authors comment on the challenges and caveats of assimilation in STEM fields. Despite statistic assertions that the professional scientific community continuously grows more diverse, it is noted that, often, members of the BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of Color) community are unjustly required to perform cultural code-switching to participate in STEM society.

Click here to read the full article.

Community Science Portal

Join AGU as it partners with other leading societies to develop a multi-pronged approach for advancing collaborative work in the sciences—this portal will include such resources as a peer-reviewed journal, multimedia learning materials, and accessible services for community members to collaborate and communicate. The portal aims to be a co-designed, transdisciplinary, values-driven, multi-formatted resource for scientists of all backgrounds.

Click here to learn more.
AGU Education Section Application

The Education Section of AGU has a limited amount of funding to help defray costs (such as travel, remote meeting participation and child care) for K-12 teachers and section members who are students and early career researchers (SEC). Please access the Google Form linked below to apply—the application deadline is 31 October and awards will be made in mid-November.

Please note that AGU member contributions to the Honor an Educator fund and the Education Section make these awards possible, and we welcome your donations for future meeting support!

Please click here to access the application form.

Fall Meeting 2021

AGU’s 2021 Fall Meeting will take place in New Orleans, LA, and online everywhere from 13 -17 December! Register now and join us for a week of collaboration, networking and meaningful conversations. This solutions-oriented experience intends to maximize its accessibility for participants by providing a hybrid delivery of content from guest speakers, researchers and community members from all aspects of the Earth and space sciences!

Have questions? Want to get involved? Please click here to learn more about Fall Meeting, and click here to register!